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Using Weakest Precondition for Software Process Model Reuse
Stefan Koch, Department for Applied Computer Science, University of Economics and Business
Administration, Vienna, Austria, e-mail: stefan.koch@wu-wien.ac.at
Abstract
This paper describes a method to determine the
possibility of combining two or more process models
using an approach similar to the proof of (partial) correct-
ness of algorithms by determining the weakest precon-
dition and postcondition. This method also allows the
analysis of process models with regard to their semantic
correctness. The approach is described and demonstrated
on an example process.
Introduction
A problem associated with software process model
reuse is the design of a repository to facilitate retrieval of
appropriate models. Several approaches using different
techniques (Ellmer 1996) have been proposed but most of
them do not adress the issue of combining several (sub-)
models from the repository into a new one specifically
tailored for the task at hand. This paper proposes the
determination of weakest precondition and postcondition
(Hoare 1969; Dijkstra 1976; Backhouse 1985) for every
process model in the repository to help solving this
problem.
Using Weakest Precondition for Process
Model Reuse
Using the information provided by weakest precon-
dition and postcondition, the question of eligibility of two
models for combination can be stated as: If the postcon-
dition of model A fulfills the weakest precondition of
model B, model B can be used/invoked after model A in
the combined process AB. Then a new postcondition for
model AB is determined based on the postcondition of B,
combined with the postcondition of A (as this might
address additional objects not changed or referenced in
B). Additionally the precondition of A is used as pre-
condition for model AB. As all information for the new
model AB is then available, it is possible to decide if a
model C can be added using the criteria formulated above.
Therefore this method can be used to determine the
possibility of combining any number of models. Next, a
possible method to derive postcondition and
corresponding weakest precondition for a given process
model is described which has the additional benefit of
analyzing the semantic correctness of the model.
Determination of Postcondition and Weakest
Precondition
A method to determine postcondition and weakest
precondition is presented next using a slightly simplified
version of an example process that has been widely
adopted in the software process community and has been
developed for the 6th International Software Process
Workshop (Kellner 1991).
As a first step, the process model needs to be
“formalized” using an object-oriented-like syntax. Each
activity can be “formalized” in this way as the enactment
of a method of an object. For example, the activity
“Modify Test Package” would become
“Test_Package.modify()”. The state of a given object
could then be formulated as, for example
“Test_Package=modified” or “Test_Package=ok”.
Therefore the state of the process model at any time is the
sum of the states of all objects involved. The constructs
for modelling the sequence of activities can be easily
translated into control statements, of either
loop(while...do)- or branch(if...then)-nature, with the
exception of parallelisms that can be serialized as they do
not influence the correctness or semantical nature of a
















The method then proceeds with the formulation of the
postcondition that should incorporate any goals the
process has to fulfill, again formulated in the desired
states of objects. This also constitutes one of the benefits
of the proposed method, as the whole process is analyzed
with regard to the desired outcomes. For the example
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process, the postcondition could be “Unit=modified AND
Unit=ok”.
Then, analogous to the proof of (partial) correctness
for algorithms (Hoare 1969; Dijkstra 1976; Backhouse
1985), the weakest precondition is determined by
backward computation, changing the postcondition with
each step to reflect the result of the activities performed.
These predicate transformations can be for each step be
derived (without formalization) by asking the question
“What (minimal) condition q needs to be fulfilled before
the enactment of the activity (at this step) s to ensure that
the postcondition p is fulfilled after it?” The answer
denotes the precondition that becomes the new
postcondition for the next step. This can be formalized as:
wp(s|p) ≡ q. For the example process, the following
transformation steps apply:
1. wp(while (Unit_Test!=ok) do ...|Unit=modified AND
Unit=ok) ≡ ?: As this first statement models a loop,
an invariant (q) has to be determined that fulfills two
conditions: If the loop ends, it implies the post-
condition (p) and if the loop continues, it implies the
weakest precondition for the statement(s) within the
loop given itself as postcondition. These can be
denoted for the condition of the loop (cond) as “NOT
cond AND q ⇒ p” and “cond AND q ⇒
wp(stmt;|q)”. For this loop, the invariant will be tried
as “(Code=modified AND Test_Plans=modified
AND Test_Plans=ok) AND (Design=modified AND
Design=ok AND Test_Package=modified)”.
2. NOT (Unit_Test!=ok) AND (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified) ⇒ (Unit=ok AND
Unit=modified): This denotes the first condition to be
fulfilled and can easily be shown.
3. (Unit_Test!=ok) AND (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified) ⇒
wp(if...;Unit.test();|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)): For the second condition
to be fulfilled the weakest precondition for the
statements within the loop has therefore to be
determined. This gives in the first step:
“wp(Unit.test();|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)) ≡ (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)”. The next step is: “wp(if
(Unit_Test=code_errors) ...|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)) ≡ (Code!=ok AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=ok AND Design=modified AND
Test_Package=modified) OR (Test_Package!=ok
AND Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok
AND Design=ok AND Design=modified AND
Code=modified)”. Now it has to be shown that this
derived weakest precondition is implied by
“(Unit_Test!=ok) AND (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)”, which can be
demonstrated to be true.
4. wp(while (Unit_Test!=ok) do ...|(Unit=modified AND
Unit=ok)) ≡ (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified): This solution can now be
presented.
5. wp(Unit.test();|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)) ≡ (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified): No changes are made to
the condition in this step, as the condition needs
already to be fulfilled before the statement for it to
hold afterwards.
6. wp(Test_Package.modify();|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok AND
Test_Package=modified)) ≡ (Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok): In this predicate
transformation, the condition is modified, as the test
package does not have to be modified before the
statement “Test_Package.modify()”.
7. wp(Test_Plans.modify();|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok)) ≡
(Code=modified AND Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok): This is
analogous to the preceding step.
8. wp(Code.modify();|(Code=modified AND
Test_Plans=ok) AND (Design=modified AND
Design=ok)) ≡ (Test_Plans=ok) AND
(Design=modified AND Design=ok): This is again
analogous to the preceding step.
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9. wp(while (Design_Review!=ok) ...| (Test_Plans=ok)
AND (Design=modified AND Design=ok)) ≡
(Test_Plans=ok AND Design=modified): This has of
course to be derived analogous to steps 1 to 4.
10. wp(Design.review();|(Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified)) ≡ (Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified)
11. wp(Design.modify();|(Test_Plans=ok AND
Design=modified)) ≡ (Test_Plans=ok): This denotes
the weakest precondition für the last (respectively
first) statement and therefore for the process.
Conclusion
This analysis therefore gives the weakest precondition
for the process model as being “Test_Plans=ok”. The
interpretation of this result yields the implication that the
correctness of these test plans is not checked. Further
interpretation of the preconditon for the last while-
statement in addition shows that no change in design is
provided for in case of failing unit tests. These examples
show the benefit of the proposed analysis for determining
the semantic correctness of a process model. Several areas
for improvement can be detected that are not apparent
from the model alone.
Concerning the possibility for reuse and combination
with other (sub-)processes, in the current form only
processes that ensure the correctness of the test plans (i.e.
whose postconditions incorporate “Test_Plans=ok”) could
invoke (or be followed by) this process. If this problem
concerning the correctness of test plans would be solved,
the weakest precondition would become TRUE, therefore
enabling this process to be used (invoked) after any other
process model (which also seems intuitively true, because
any code unit could be changed in this way).
This paper has proposed a new method for analyzing
process models using an approach of determining the
weakest precondition. This approach can be used to
determine semantic correctness of process models and
also to address the problem of combining several process
models into a new one, maybe even automating this task.
Drawbacks currently include the need for an under-
standing of the process semantics for the user to perform
this analysis and the rather difficult and formalized
computation.
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